GENDER AND WOMEN'S STUDIES

Four-Year
Sample Schedule
First Year

Recommended Classes
FSEM 1111: First-Year
Seminar
GWST 1112: Introduction to
Gender and Women's
Studies
Category of Inquiry #1 (and
#2 possibly)

Second Year

Recommended Classes
Category of Inquiry #2 (if
not taken in your first
year)
Category of Inquiry #3

Your first year at DU should be focused on
beginning your common curriculum courses.
Ideally, you should focus on fulfilling "Intro to
GWST," which is offered every quarter. GWST
majors also have to complete one (or two)
courses in four categories of inquiry: history,
institutions and power, intersectionality, and
identity and rhetoric.

Your second year at DU should be focused on
continuing, and possibly finishing, your
common curriculum courses. Some of these
could have a GWST focus, but the only major
requirements you should focus on fulfilling are
your next two categories of inquiry courses,
which are offered every quarter. Note that
some of these classes may be able to count for
your common curriculum (e.g., SI and AI
Society courses).

Third Year

Recommended Classes
GWST 2700: Topics in GWST
#1 and #2
GWST 2981: Colloquium #1
GWST 3950: Theories in GWST
Category of Inquiry #4

Fourth Year

Recommended Classes
GWST 2650: Feminist
Qualitative Research Methods
and Design
GWST 2981: Colloquium #2
GWST 3975: Capstone in
GWST

Your third year at DU is when you dive into your
major requirements. You'll likely complete two
GWST topics classes. You should take at least
one of them this year in any quarter. You should
also take at least your first required colloquium
class this year, which is offered in the winter and
spring quarters. It is highly recommended that
you take Theories in your third year. It is offered
in the winter quarter. You should also take your
last category of inquiry class.

Your fourth year at DU is the final stretch
when you finish all your requirements. You
should take Methods, which is only offered in
the fall quarter. You'll also need to complete
your Capstone offered in the winter quarter
only. Lastly, you should take your last
Colloquium class if you have not completed it
at this point.

Congratulations!
YOU HAVE COMPLETED YOUR BA IN GWST!
These are our recommendations for your course load but
the GWST major allows for flexibility. Contact the GWST
office for more information at gwst@du.edu.

